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North Carolina 

Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

Local Government Committee 

 

MINUTES 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

August 19, 2015, 2:00 PM 

 

PROCEEDINGS 

 

The quarterly meeting of the Local Government Committee (LGC), a committee of the 

Geographic Information Coordinating Council (GICC), was held on August 19, 2015.   

 

PRESENT 

LGC members: 

Jessica Brannock, High Country COG, representing ARCED 

Lucy Cardwell, Currituck County, representing NCPMA 

Kathryn Clifton, Chair, Town of Spencer, representing NCLM 

Joseph Sloop, Forsyth County, representing NCLGISA 

Travis Penland, City of Hendersonville, representing Carolina URISA 

Alice Wilson, City of New Bern, representing APA-NC and SMAC Rep 

 

Others: 

Pam Carver, Henderson County, WGSP Representative 

David Nash, City of Fayetteville, Census Working Group Representative 

Stephen Dew, Guilford County, WGOP Representative 

Wright Lowery, Wake County, Stream Mapping Advisory Committee 

Jeff Brown, CGIA, Staff to the LGC 

 

WELCOME 

Kathryn (Kat) Clifton, Chair, called the meeting to order.  Kat welcomed the members 

and representatives.  

 

CURRENT ISSUES OR CONCERNS 

Kat Clifton invited members to participate in a round robin to describe any current issues 

or concerns in local government GIS for the committee to consider.  

 

Lucy described an issue involving inconsistencies between legal descriptions of 

boundaries, GIS representations of boundaries, and descriptions of boundaries of voting 

districts required by the State Board of Elections. In a discussion, members commented 
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that geographic information (e.g., coordinates) may improve descriptions where they are 

not precise, but it needs to be clear that GIS coordinates do not imply surveyed locations 

of boundaries at a stated high level of accuracy. The needed or desired level of precision 

is not clear. Census block boundaries have a role, too, in defining voting districts. There 

may be an opportunity to communicate GIS capabilities to improve the process of 

representing district boundaries. No immediate solutions or recommendations were 

identified by the committee. Lucy will share more information with CGIA and the LGC 

chair.  

 

VALUE OF GIS e-BOOK 

Joseph Sloop and Kat Clifton refined an outline of an electronic book (“e-book”) on the 

topic of the value of GIS and is looking to get started on content. An e-book would 

communicate the variety of applications that benefit from GIS and serve as a tool for 

promoting what GIS professionals accomplish in North Carolina. The audience is 

managers and public officials.  

 

Joseph and Kat plan to send a template to GIS contacts seeking examples of valuable GIS 

projects, applications, and programs. Borrowing from a document used by NCLGISA for 

its Government Innovation Grant Awards, Joseph displayed a set of questions intended to 

gather information. An email account for receiving information is set as 

thevalueofgis@gmail.com. Content is already available from preparation for a GIS 

showcase event and statements about the value of GIS at Council meetings. Wright added 

that presentations from the NC GIS Conference are available online as another resource.  

 

LGC members are encouraged to submit an example and/or assist in selecting examples, 

editing content, and crafting graphics to produce concise statements and examples. 

Volunteers are needed. Involvement should qualify for credit toward GISP qualification 

or renewal. There may be less technical, more policy oriented members of the 

professional organizations represented on LGC who would bring a non-technical 

perspective to the effort. Editors with skills and experience in policy analysis and 

informing decision makers would be valuable.  

 

Another way to publicize the need for content is to create a flyer to distribute at the NC 

Arc Users Conference. Joseph plans to attend. Kat will look into design.  

 

As an example of a use case for an e-book, Jessica has a 30-minute presentation on 

September 5 at a retreat for elected officials. Her presentation will include explanation of 

the value of GIS, cost efficiency, and project examples. An e-book would meet a need 

like that, perhaps by next spring. In the meantime, Jessica requested any materials or 

ideas that others on the committee have used for similar presentations. This could be a 

head start on assembling some materials for the e-book.  

 

Jessica pointed out the difficulty in getting numbers about time and cost savings from 

GIS projects and applications. Kat shared an example of digitizing impervious surface for 

stormwater billing where she compared the internal cost of the project ($20,000) to the 

mailto:thevalueofgis@gmail.com
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costs for contracted products proposed in other jurisdictions that were about twice as 

much. Billing for stormwater based on impervious surface amounted to about $2 million.  

 

Next steps will be: 

1. Finalize and distribute the set of questions to solicit examples of projects, 

applications, or programs to document the value of GIS.  

2. Create a flyer for distribution at upcoming conferences. Finalize other guidance 

material for e-book content.  

3. Request submissions from LGC members—examples, stories, and ideas—with 

reference to the guidance material 

4. Identify other sources and communicate the opportunity to participate 

 

METADATA COMMITTEE 

The first meeting of the committee is tomorrow, August 20. The group will review and 

finalize a draft plan. The committee will be task oriented without regular meetings but 

with much to do. Stephen Dew and Sarah Sheldon of the City of Asheville are on the 

committee.  

 

Jeff inquired about upcoming meetings of professional organizations where LGC would 

have opportunities to promote the new metadata standard and encourage data managers to 

put it into practice. Lucy Cardwell pointed to the NC Property Mappers Association’s 

annual conference and pre-conference workshops and suggested a presentation would be 

welcome in a workshop or at the conference.  

 

GICC/MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT 

Council member Kevin Parrish (Caldwell County) reported to the Council on behalf of 

the LGC on August 13. He included the e-book, promotion of statewide datasets, and 

support of metadata implementation.  

 

At the August 17 Management & Operations Committee (M&O) meeting, Kat noted the 

role of LGC as advocates for statewide parcels, orthoimagery, and Census 2020. M&O is 

working on the Council’s annual report and will have a draft for review late this month.  

 

LGC MEMBERS/APPOINTMENTS 

The LGC has one vacant seat on the Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee (SMAC). 

Kat recommended Mr. Marcus Bryant, GIS Manager for the City of Durham. With 

endorsement from Wright Lowery and Jeff Brown’s confirmation of Mr. Bryant’s interest 

in serving, Mr. Bryant’s appointment came to a vote. 

 

Voted:  The Local Government Committee appointed Marcus Bryant to represent LGC 

on the Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee for a two-year term.  

 

NCLGISA is still in progress in appointing a member to the LGC, replacing Joseph who 

is stepping down as NCLGISA representative.  
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Kat announced she is not a candidate for LGC Chair this year. She has enjoyed being 

Chair for the last two years and serving on the Council.  However, her family needs have 

increased, reducing the time she has available for serving as Chair. She will continue to 

represent the NC League of Municipalities as a member of LGC. 

 

Kat asked LGC members to consider serving as LGC Chair. None of the current 

members responded as ready to be candidates to take on that responsibility. Kat invited 

calls for more information about her experience as LGC Chair. 

 

Jeff reviewed the LGC Bylaws, noting that the LGC Chair must be a member of LGC. A 

local government person serving as a Council member is not eligible to serve as LGC 

chair as the Bylaws are written. The term is one year and the responsibilities include 

serving on the Council (quarterly meetings in person), serving on the Management & 

Operations Committee (monthly meetings in person or remote), and chairing the LGC 

(quarterly meetings, remote).  

 

REPORTS 

Working Group for Seamless Parcels (WGSP)   

Jeff Brown and Pam Carver reported that all 100 counties are completed in the NC Parcel 

Transformer. As of August all of the 25 original counties have been updated for 2015 as 

well. The data are complete, consistent with a standard set of fields, current to 2015, well 

documented with valid metadata, and accessible from NC OneMap as web services and 

downloadable data. As the project evolves, some counties need to publish values for 

more of the standard fields. Pam emphasized the value of getting more fields exported 

from tax databases to populate more of the standard fields, and the value of counties 

taking on responsibility to do updates twice a year themselves using the online Parcel 

Transformer. Jeff added that Nancy von Meyer, national parcel expert, places NC among 

the top five states in parcel data integration.   

 

Kat expressed appreciation for the accomplishments of the NC Parcels project. She noted 

that the method of downloading shapefiles for a cluster of counties is to select them one 

at a time. Jeff confirmed and explained that download is not available from the 5 million 

record feature class, but only by county by knowing the county names in an area of 

interest. However, Jeff Essic at NC State University Library created a single feature class 

temporarily that may be useful as a snapshot. Pam recommended using the REST web 

feature service that has more functionality than the web map service.  

 

Jeff acknowledged the valuable oversight by the Council, advocacy by LGC, cost share 

from project partners, technical assistance from the working group and CGIA. Next steps 

include minor technical improvements, data updates in NC OneMap, and preparation for 

the next round of county updates.  

 

Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee (SMAC)  

Alice Wilson had a conflict this afternoon. Jeff read from her notes on the SMAC 

meeting of July 15, recapping the meeting by topic, not including topics covered in this 

LGC meeting.  
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Frameworks/Datasets: 

 Geodetic Control: Gary Thompson discussed the 2022 reference frame and has 

more information on their web site. He will chair a working group. Next tasks are 

a charter and a member list to represent stakeholders. 

 Orthoimagery: The coastal area (2016) has two new counties – Duplin and 

Columbus, in a reconfiguration that results in acquisition over Fort Bragg in on 

phase, not two. Agreements with military bases are in progress in the coastal 

region as well.  

 Transportation: NCDOT is making progress on the statewide roads project, with 

completion as early as next month and full products published early in 2016. 

Sarah Wray of NCDOT introduced Erin Lesh as the new staff person to work on 

state roads data and its accuracy and geometry. Erin is interested in an update to 

the GICC adopted standards for roads; it may be time to revive the working group 

for roads and transportation. Also, Alice brought up the Pedestrian and Bike 

Infrastructure Network to SMAC, and pointed out an opportunity for local 

agencies to provide data for a true statewide dataset. Sarah Wray was aware of the 

project but she will seek more information about how the dataset will be 

expanded and maintained.  Currently users can download the data and schema, 

and send edits or information to the database administrator. 

 Hydrography: NCDENR has a website “ncwater.org” 

(http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq#tab-6). It has web services for stream data, and 

Cam McNutt will make a video on how to use the data. Work remains on 

resolving stream names in the database versus the national Geographic Names 

Information System (GNIS).  Datasets will be discoverable and accessible from 

NC OneMap and ncdenr.maps.arcgis.com. Recent additions are water monitoring 

sites.  

 Administrative/Government Units:   

o County Boundaries: The reestablished NC/SC boundary was accepted by 

both state boundary commissions. Legislation to approve is pending in 

both states. The NC bill is S575. 

o Municipal Boundaries: Tom Morgan and NCDOT are cooperating and 

sharing boundaries with the Census Bureau. The new parcel dataset 

provides an additional reference layer.  

 Addresses: Joe Sewash expects new requirements for addresses in Next 

Generation 911. NC 911 Board is engaging a contractor to develop a concept of 

operations, and a working group will develop a plan for address issues.  

Working Groups: 

 NC Board on Geographic Names:  Dr. Moore reported that naming of Barkers 

Creek and Penland Creek have been approved nationally. There are proposals for 

Spurr Creek and Winding Oak in Granville County. Also looking at a proposal to 

name an unnamed stream Hall Creek in Ashe County.  

 Metadata Committee: Alice volunteered to do testing for metadata tools that apply 

the new metadata standard.  

http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq#tab-6
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Regular Status Updates: 

 National Geospatial Programs Office: Sylvia Terziotti reported on a program 

development meeting and a new director – Mike Tishler. 

 NC OneMap: The Geoportal is due to be redesigned. Reminder: use 

nconemap.gov extension, not .net or .com or .org. 

 

Working Group for Orthophotography Planning (WGOP)    

Stephen Dew and Jeff Brown displayed a map of orthiomagery phases and explained that 

local governments are getting involved in visual quality review of 2015 imagery this 

month. Release of 2015 imagery will occur in January 2016 followed by access via NC 

OneMap in February. The next four-year cycle begins with acquisition for coastal 

counties (2016) and the Eastern Piedmont (2017) with the same workflow for processing, 

review, and completion. The Working Group also covers elevation and is working on a 

plan to produce derived elevation products from the new LiDAR collected in 2014 and 

2015. Roles and responsibilities are yet to be determined, but the group is making 

progress on defining products and requirements. Meanwhile, NC Emergency 

Management is managing and distributing LAS points from LiDAR 2014 collections. 

 

Stream Mapping Advisory Committee 

Wright Lowery reported that the committee is in a holding pattern. NCDENR 

downloaded the National Hydrography Dataset in January 2015 in anticipation of using it 

as a basis for an NC Waters dataset to resolve questions about editing and ownership of 

stream data applied in NC. However, dataset requirements are contingent on NC water 

quality rules that are currently under review by the Environmental Management 

Commission and may be re-adopted this year. This is also dependent on an environmental 

bill (H 765) that may affect rules and regulations. There is nothing needed from the LGC 

at this time. Cam McNutt is the chair of the committee.  

 

Working Group for Census Geospatial Data 

David Nash reported that the group has not met for months, but there is a lot of activity 

on the topic of how people deployed from military bases should be counted in the 2020 

Census. A published federal notice invited comments. Fayetteville and Cumberland 

County proposed a change in the rules to count personnel temporarily deployed to a 

conflict zone as residents of the base from which they were deployed (instead of counting 

as overseas population). Bob Coats, the Governor’s Census Liaison, is heavily involved 

in Census coordination at the national level and has coordinated a visit of Census officials 

to Fayetteville next week. David forward related documents to Kat and Jeff. David has 

not been involved in voting district boundaries and the Census (discussed by Lucy near 

the beginning of this meeting).  

 

Technical Advisory Committee 

Jeff explained that the TAC will work on practices for using mobile devices for GIS, 

particularly in data collection methods. Technology is ever changing, but there may be 

practices to describe and recommend that would be longer lasting and insure data quality. 

Type of device and accuracy of data collected are key items. Alternative methods for 

using orthoimagery as a reference in positioning points to represent features may be 
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included. Wright confirmed that more data collection is expected using mobile devices 

and information and lessons learned from local governments will be important in this 

effort.  

 

Work Plan Review 

A modified work plan was reviewed. Publication of the e-Book is targeted for March 

2016 on the task list and timetable.  

 

Voted: LGC approved the 2015-2016 work plan.  

 

Professional Development Opportunities 

 The fall conference of NC Arc User Group will be September 23-25 at 

Carolina Beach, with pre-conference workshops as well. 

 The annual conference of the NC Property Mappers Association will be 

September 29-October 2 in Durham. Workshops are available for credit.  

 Alice recommends the new Census site for mapping and data download. 

http://censusreporter.org/ 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

None. 

 

NEXT MEETING 

Remaining LGC meeting for 2015, Wednesday December 2, starting at 2:00 PM. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:35.  

http://censusreporter.org/

